Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Inpainting is like reconstructing occluded parts of images and videos. It is a synonym for image interpolation. Text information removal from image and video frames consists of two phases. First is text information extraction. Second is reconstructing the parts occluded by removing text objects in image or video frames. This is done using inpainting techniques. Text information extraction phase consist of two phases. One is text information detection in image or video frames and second is text information recognition. Text information extraction has several other phases included like text detection, text localization, enhancement and recognition. Video completion consists of filling in the occluded parts in video sequences caused by unnecessary objects or scratches on frames. In video there are different types of text included or appeared. It may be scene text, caption text or document text. Text data present in image or video frames contain useful information. Text data appears in image or video frames are used for annotation, indexing and structuring of an image. Reconstruction of the occluded parts in the image is done by inpainting techniques. Digital inpainting models, techniques have applications in image interpolation, photo restoration, super resolution and zooming, perceptual image compression and coding, and the error hiding in image transmission. Here we use two broad category of image processing that is text detection and inpainting to remove unnecessary text information form video frame sequences.
RELATED WORK
Text detection and removal is a scheme which attempts to develop a computer system with the ability to automatically read from the video the text content visually embedded in complex background and after removing text string, restore that part using inpainting. Optical character recognition (OCR) read characters that are optically processed. The first OCR was employed to convert typewritten reports into computer readable punched cards. OCR systems were able to process large amount of printed and handwritten characters into computer documents [1] . Here different image processing algorithms primary to image analysis in general and to image text detection in particular is introduced as well as mathematical background is also described in brief. First visual feature detection techniques is described than text detection using machine learning principal is described and than two stochastic modeling technique gaussian mixture models and Markov random field are introduced.
Visual Feature Extraction
Edge detection: Edges are the visual features used to detect text content in images. Edges have the sharp discontinuity in a gray level. Edge detection is a difficult task if amount of noise is more. Edges can be defined by its magnitude and direction. Spatial derivation and thresholding is used to find edges.
The first order derivatives of a given image function defined as vector it is also called gradient
For digital image gradient can be calculated using difference operation. Edges can be calculated by finding local maxima of the gradient magnitude. Image contain great amount of noise there for selection of local maxima is done by thresholding.
Second order derivatives contain noise more than first order derivative. Second order derivative contain more noise than first order derivative. Advantage of second order derivative is it can easily find close contour than to track. Canny [2] use both first and second order derivative to find edges. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Machine Learning Approaches
This technique is useful in text verification task. Machine learning approach is useful when we cannot generate mathematical model to distinguish text string from its background. Machine learning approach is useful when mathematical model fails. Here we have to only detect text regions there for this approach is useful rather than for general cases because here we have to only find out whether given region is text or non text. Two mostly used machine learning approaches are multilayer perceptrons and support vector machine.
Multilayer perceptrons: Perceptron is a simplest form of a network [4] . A perceptron has number of layers including input layer, output layer and number of hidden layers. Output node computes sum of the weighted sum of the input nodes. 
Statistical Methods
Gaussian mixture models: Gaussian use multiple gaussian to approximate distribution. We can model distribution of grayscale image using three or more gaussian. Expectation maximization algorithm is used for selecting parameters. EM algorithm makes clear the estimation process by maximum likelihood estimation with incomplete data. EM algorithm consists of different steps. E-step is used to estimate missing region from the complete dataset. It first checks conditional expectation. M-step is used to maximize complete data log. Markov Random Field: Basically it is a branch of probability theory. Markov random field is used to model representative spatial feature also called spatial context.MRF is equivalent to Gibbs distribution.
Video in Painting Related Work
After removing text string from the image we have to restore the occluded part of video frames. But here main focus is to maintain the spatial and temporal consistency of a video. There are various method for video inpainting. But here we have to select efficient inpainting method. Because here we have to complete the procedure in less amount of time.
Missing parts in the video sequence are caused by undesired object removal or damages. Restoration problem of such missing regions is modeled by video inpainting. Here main focus is to locate both low contrast and high contrast text component in Cai [7] . There for Thresholding is employed to locate both low and high contrast text. Edge detection is first applied to image. Thresholding is used for refinement of image. Text enhancement is done for better binarization of image. Two operators are used edge strength smoothing and edge clustering power operator. Classification is done based on project profile of horizontal and vertical distribution of text.
TEXT DETECTION
Liu [8] 
VIDEO TEXT REMOVAL
After removing text from the video sequences we must restore the occluded part of that region so survey of different inpainting algorithm is provided in this topic. There is various methods by which we can do inpainting to restore image.
Bui [10] take benefits from inter and intra scale dependency. Wavelet transformation has ability to represent textural feature effectively. This will be use to approximate boundary 
DISCUSSION
From the survey it is observed that some of the text detection techniques follow general object identification approach. Some of the techniques perform well in their defined domain.
Here Comparison of existing text detection and video inpaint method are given. 
